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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1

1 1 . A method for aliasing vertex attributes during vertex processing? comprising:

2 (a) mapping each of a plurality of identifiers to one of a plurality^f parameters

3 associated with vertex data; and

4 (b) processing the vertex data by calling the parameters utilizii^g a vertex

5 program capable of referencing the parameters using the/dentifiers.
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2

3

1 3.
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The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the pararneters are selected from

the group consisting of vertices, normals, colors, f^g coordinates, vertex

weights, and texture coordinates.

wherein the parameters include per-vertexThe method as reci

parameters.

The method as recited in et;^)^ 1, wherein the parameters are also capable of

being called by a conventional semamic name associated with the

parameters.

1

2

The method as recited in claim /, wherein a need for defining additional

semantic names for the paranysters is avoided as a result of the aliasing.

1 6. The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the mapping is carried out by an

2 application program intewace.

A computer program product for aliasing vertex attributes during vertex

processing, comprising:
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3 (a) computer code for mapping each of a plurality of identifiers to one of a

4 plurality of parameters associated with vertex data; and

5 (b) computer code for processing the vertex data by calling the paran^eters

6 utilizing a vertex program capable of referencing the paramete^ using the

7 identifiers.

1

2

3

The computer program product as recited in claim 7, whwein the parameters

are selected fi^om the group consisting of vertices, norjnals, colors, fog

coordinates, vertex weights, and texture coordinates
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1 9. The commjfer progisam product as recited in cl^m 7, wherein the parameters

2 include/per-vertex parameters.

1 10. The comVuteispr^gfam product a|s reciteain claim 7, wherein the parameters

2 are also cap^WeWbeing calle^y a conventional semantic name associated

3 with the paramera"

1 11. The computer program product a/ recited in claim 7, wherein a need for

2 defining additional semantic n^es for the parameters is avoided as a result

3 of the aliasing.

1 12. The computer program product as recited in claim 7, wherein the mapping is

2 carried out by an applio^ation program interface.

1 13. A system for aliasiifg vertex attributes during vertex processing, comprising:

2 (a) logic for mappin/each of a plurality of identifiers to one of a plurality of

3 parameters associated with vertex data; and

4 (b) logic for processing the vertex data by calling the parameters utilizing a

5 vertex program capable of referencing the parameters using the identifiers.
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14. The system as recited in claim 13, wherein the parameters are sele^ed from

the group consisting of vertices, normals, colors, fog coordinates/vertex

weights, and texture coordinates.

15. The system as recited in claim 13, wherein the parameters ijiclude per-vertex

parameters.

16. The system as recited in claim 13, wherein the parameifers are also capable of

being called by a conventional semantic name assocjfited with the

parameters^

1 7. The sysfem as re^t^Jin cIahT?il3, wherein a n^ed for defining additional

semantiG^nanie/|or the parametars is avoided^as a result of the aliasing.

18. ' The system as^qcit^^in ckim 13, where/n the mapping is carried out by an

application progi^mlimerface.

19. A method for aliasing vertex attribyftes during vertex processing, comprising:

(a) mapping each of a plurality of identifiers to one of a plurality of parameters

associated with vertex data; any

(b) processing the vertex data bj^eferencing the parameters using the identifiers;

(c) wherein the parameters are^elected from the group consisting of vertices,

normals, colors, fog coondinates, vertex weights, and texture coordinates.

20. A method for aliasing^ vertex attributes during vertex processing, comprising:

(a) mapping each of a Plurality of identifiers to one of a plurality of parameters

associated with v^ex data; and

(b) processing the yfertex data by referencing the parameters using the identifiers;

(c) wherein a need for defining additional semantic names for the parameters is

avoided as ayresult of the aliasing.
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1 21.

2

3 (a)

4

5 (b)

6

A data structure stored in memory for aliasing \^ex attributes during vertex

processing, comprising: f ^
a table that maps each of aVluB^lfty or^depfifiers to one of a plurality of

parameters associated with ver^c dj

wherein the vertex data is processed W calling the parameters utilizing a

vertex program capable of referenomg the parameters using the table.
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